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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we investigate the duplicate algebra D of an n-dimensional 
algebra A over a field F. The idea of duplicate algebras originates from 
genetical studies (cf. [1], [2] and [3]). In the whole of our study an algebra 
is assumed to be n-dimensional over a field F, with n_>2. In an earlier 
publication ([4]) we discovered that an associative algebra has a 4-associative 
duplicate algebra. More precisely: If A is associative, then Xl{X2,x3,x4} =
= {X1, X2, Xa}X 4 = 0 in D for all x ieD.  We give a more elegant proof of this 
theorem. Then we notice that the duplicate D of an associative algebra A need 
not be strictly 4-associative; D is either strictly 4-associative or associative. 
Since each non-associative algebra D has a so-called associator ideal V, i.e. the 
ideal, generated by the set of associators in D, this ideal coincides with the set 
of all finite sums of associators in D in case D is a strictly 4-associative duplicate 
algebra of the associative algebra A. Our main theorem is: I f  the associative 
algebra A has a right or left identity element, then the duplicate algebra D is 
strictly 4-associative and moreover, A and D/V are isomorphic. The same is 
valid if A is an associative algebra with a right or left regular element. 
The next step is of course an investigation of an associative algebra A with 
zero divisors only. What can be said now about the duplicate D? It appears that 
in some cases D is associative and in other cases D is strictly 4-associative. So 
the existence of a regular element in an associative algebra A is not necessary 
to produce a strictly 4-associative duplicate D. We give an example of a 
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3-dimensional associative algebra A with zero divisors only which has a 
9-dimensional strictly 4-associative duplicate algebra D. We also perceive that 
D/V is a 4-dimensional associative algebra and hence A and D/V cannot be 
isomorphic. On the other hand D~ V: = A' ,  consisting of zero divisors only, has 
a 16-dimensional duplicate algebra D' and a tough calculation shows that in this 
case A'=D' /V ' ,  where V' is the associator ideal in D'. So the existence of a 
regular element in an associative algebra A is not even necessary to ensure the 
isomorphism of A and D/V.  An investigation of the necessary conditions to be 
imposed on an associative algebra A, so that A and D/V are isomorphic, will 
be the subject of a later study. 
We close this article with the theorem that any 2-dimensional algebra (not 
necessarily associative!) has an associative duplicate algebra. 
1. DEFINITION 
If A is an n-dimensional algebra over a field F and A'  is the underlying 
vectorspace, then 
{ 2 (ai®bi)}'{ 2 (ck®dk)} := 2 {(aibi)®(ckdk)} 
i6I kEK (i,k)~(lxK) 
defines a multiplication in the tensorproduct A '®A'  and so the vectorspace 
A'®A'  becomes an nZ-dimensional gebra D:  =A ®A over F, the so-called 
duplicate (-algebra) of A (n >__ 2). 
In a previous publication ([4]) we proved that the duplicate D of an asso- 
ciative algebra A is 4-associative ([5], [6]). To obtain this result we took to a 
rather complicated basis-bound calculation. On second thoughts, however, it 
is possible to give a simpler and more elegant proof in which no basis elements 
are involved. 
THEOREM 1.1. The duplicate D of an n-dimensional associative algebra A 
over a field F is an nZ-dimensional 4-associative algebra over F (n_> 2). 
PROOF. Let xi (i= 1,2 .. . . .  8) be arbitrarily chosen in A, then 
{X1 (~)X2, X3 (~ X4, X5 @ X6 } = (X1Xz (~ X3X4 )(Xs @ X6) -- 
- (xl ®Xz)(X3X4®XsX6) = XlXzX3X4 ®xsx6 - XlX2 ®x3x4xsx6. 
It follows: 
{x~ ®x2, x3®x4, xs®x6 } (xv®xs)  = 
= (X~XzX3X4®XsX6-XlXz®X3X4XsX6)(xv®xs) = 
=- xl x2x3x4xsx6 ® xTx8 - xl xzx3x4xsx6 ® xTx8 = O. 
Likewise: 
(xT®Xs){Xl ®xz,  x3®x4, xs®x6} = 
-~ (X7 @ X8)(XI X2X3X4 @ X5X6 -- X1Xz @ X3X4X5X6) = 
= XvX8 ®xlxzx3x4xsx6 - XTX8 ® XlXzX3X4XsX6 = O. 
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Since each element of D is a finite sum of type ~ (xi®xj), we find {a, b, c, d} = 
= {a,b,c}d+a{b,c,d} =0 for all a,b,c, deD,  i.e. D is 4-associative. 
REMARK. The case n = 1 is trivial, since A and A ®A are isomorphic in that 
situation. 
2. DEFINITION 
An algebra A is said to be strictly n-associative (n_> 4), if the n-associator 
{xl . . . . .  xn} =0 for every Xl . . . . .  xn~A,  but there is at least one (n-1)-asso- 
ciator :#0 ([4] and [5]). 
In section 1 we proved that an associative algebra A has a 4-associative 
duplicate D. This does not mean, however, that D is strictly 4-associative. Note 
that if an algebra is not strictly 4-associative, it is necessarily associative. If A 
is associative, then both cases: D is associative and D is strictly 4-associative, 
can occur. 
E.g. (a) let A be the 2-dimensional algebra with basis u 1, u 2 and multipli- 
cation table u2= u l -  u2, all other products are zero, then A and D are both 
associative ([4], ex. 3b). 
(b) Let A be the field of complex numbers, considered as a 2-dimensional 
algebra over the reals. Now D is strictly 4-associative ([4], ex. 3a). 
3. 
Each non-associative algebra A has a so-called associator ideal V. 
DEFINITION. If A is a non-associative algebra, then the ideal V, generated by 
all associators, is called the associator-ideal. 
REMARKS. (a) It can be proved that V is the set of all finite sums of 
associators and elements of type {Xl,X2,x3}x 4 with x i~A ([7]). 
(b) Obviously the residue class algebra A/V  is associative. 
(c) If A is associative, Vis the zero-ideal. 
(d) In the algebra D of theorem 1.1 it is clear that V is the set of all finite 
sums of associators in D, since {a,b,c}d=O for all a,b ,c ,d~D in that case. 
LEMMA 3.1. If A is an associative algebra, then an associator in the duplicate 
algebra D can be written as a finite sum of type 
(X1X2X3X4®X5X 6 -- X1X 2 @X3X4X5X6) with xi e A .  
PROOF. This is clear, since 
{ x~ ® x2, x3 ® x4, xs ®x6 } = xl xzx3x4 ® xsx6 - x i x2 ® x3x 4xsx6 
(cf. proof of theorem 1.1). 
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LEMMA 3.2. If A is an associative algebra, D strictly 4-associative, then an 
element of the algebra D/V can be denoted by ~ ui® oi with /Ai, 0 i E A, taking 
into account hat xlx2x3x4®xsx6 = xlx2 @x3x4xsx6 (xi ~ A). 
PROOF. Immediate from lemma 3.1. 
4. 
LEMMA 4.1. If A is an associative n-dimensional algebra with left or right 
identity element, then the duplicate D is strictly 4-associative. 
PROOF. Let us suppose that D is associative, then 
xlxax3xaQxsx6 = xlx2®x3xaXsX6 for all xi ~ A.  
Let e be a left identity element, then in particular (take Xl =Xa-=X3=xs=e): 
ex4®ex6=e®ex4ex6, i.e. x4Qx6=e®x4x6.  If e, ul . . . . .  un-1 is a basis in A, 
then for k, le  { 1,2 ..... n - 1 }, uk® u t-- e® uku t and hence 
uk@ul=e®(2oe + 21Ul + "'" +2n-lUn - 1) = 
=;.o(e®e)+'~.l(e®ul)+ "'" + An- l (e®un-1) .  
Hence the basis elements uk®ul, e®e,e®u ~ ....  ,e@Un_ 1 in D are linearly 
dependent, which is absurd. So D must be strictly 4-associative. 
If A has a right identity element, the proof is similar. 
LEMMA 4.2. If the associative algebra A has a left or right identity element, 
then uv®w=u®ow in D/V for all u,o, weA.  
PROOF. Let e be a left identity in A, then uo®w=eueo®ew=eu®eoew (by
lemma 3.2) and hence uo®w=u®ow in D/V.  
A similar proof can be given, if A has a right identity. 
THEOREM 4.3. If the associative algebra A has a left or right identity element, 
then A and D/V are isomorphic. 
PROOF. Suppose that e is a left identity in A. The linear mapping ~o :D/V- ,A  
with ~0{ ~i (xi®Yi)} = ~t xiYi is a surjection, since each element asA can be 
written in the form ea. 
Moreover ~0 is a ringhomomorphism: 
(P { (Xl ®Yl)(X2 ®Y2)} = ~0(Xl Yl ®x2Y2) = X1Ylx2Y2 = (P(X1 ®Yl)" (P(Xz ®Y2i. 
Ker rp is the totality of those elements u~D/V  for which (o(u)=0. 
Since A has a left identity, Y.i xiYi=O involves ~i (xi®Yi)= ~ (exi@yi) = 
= ~,i (e®xiYi) (by lemma 4.2)=e® ~ixiYi=O, hence Ker ~o=0, i.e. (o is an 
isomorphism. 
If A has a right identity, the proof is similar. 
Thus A = D/V .  
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REMARK. Of  course our theorem holds for an associative algebra A of finite 
dimension which contains a left or right regu lar  element; indeed, a well-known 
property of such an algebra is that it has a left or right identity element, 
respectively. 
5. EXAMPLES 
(a) First of  all we consider the example of the complex numbers, mentioned 
in section 2. It is clear that in this case the duplicate 19 is strictly 4-associative, 
since A, a 2-dimensional associative algebra, has an identity element. After 
some calculation ([4], 3a) we find that D is strictly 4-associative, 4-dimensional 
with basis Vl, v2, v3, v4 and basis-multiplication v2~ = vl, Vl v2 = v2, v2vl = v2 - v4, 
v~ = v3-  Vl, other products zero. Each element of V turns out to be of type 
(0, 0, t3, t4), hence each element of D/V is of type (tl, t2, 0, 0), in which the t i are 
real numbers. Then A =D/V  follows easily. 
(b) Let A be the algebra of quaternions, considered as a 4-dimensional 
associative algebra over the field of real numbers. Then D is a strictly 4-asso- 
ciative 16-dimensional gebra, since A has an identity element. Moreover, by 
theorem 4.3, we know that A and D/V are isomorphic and hence V is a 
12-dimensional ideal in D, which can be checked by a very complicated calcu- 
lation. 
(c) Let A be the 2-dimensional associative algebra with basis ul, u2 and 
basis-multiplication u~ = u l ,  u lu2 = u2ul = u2 and u 2 = Ul + u2. Obviously u~ is 
the identity element. Now D is a 4-dimensional strictly 4-associative algebra 
with (suitably adapted) basis Wl, w2, w3, w4 and basis-multiplication w~ = w3, 
W3W4 = W4, W4W 3 = W 4-  W1, W 2= W 3 + W 4-  W2, other products are zero. After 
some calculation we find that V is the set of elements of type (tl, t2, 0, 0) with 
t i~F  and that again A =D/V .  
(d) Let A be the 2-dimensional associative algebra with basis ul, u 2 and 
basis-multiplication u 2= u2ul  = u l ,  u lu2- -u  2 = u2. Each element of type 2ul + 
+(1-2)u  2 is a left identity (2eF) .  Again we can calculate that indeed the 
4-dimensional duplicate algebra D is strictly 4-associative and that A and D/V 
are isomorphic. 
6. 
In theorem 4.3 the associativity of A is essential: a not-associative algebra 
with a left or right identity element, which has a not-associative duplicate 
algebra D,  need not be isomorphic to D/V.  Indeed, let A be the 2-dimensional 
algebra with basis ul, u2 and basis-multiplication u 2= u 2 = 0, ul u2 = u2, u2ul  = 
= u I , then A is not-associative and has the left identity u I + u 2. The duplicate 
algebra D is a 4-dimensional algebra with basis 01, v2, v3, 04 and basis-multipli- 
cation 02 = 04, 03= 01, 0203 -=-03, 0302 = 02, other products are zero. We calcu- 
late: {02,02 ,03}=- -03 ,  {02,03,02}=02- -04 ,  {03,02,02}=04,  {02,03,03}=01, 
the remaining associators with entries 01, v2, 03 or 04 are zero. Note that in this 
case D is not strictly 4-associative: {02, v2, 03, 02} = 04-  v2 ~e0. Obviously the 
ideal V, generated by the associators in D, coincides with the ideal, generated 
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by the basis-elements 01, 02, 03 and 04, hence V=D.  And so A and D/V 
cannot be isomorphic. 
7, 
Thus far we discovered: If an associative algebra A has a left or right regular 
element, the duplicate algebra D is strictly 4-associative and A = D~ V. Then it 
is interesting to know what is the case if A consists of zerodivisors only. Is the 
duplicate then necessarily associative? The answer is 'no', as appears from the 
following example: Let A be the 3-dimensional ssociative algebra with basis 
/11,/'/2,//3 and basis-multiplication //2//3 •/'/2, //3/tl = / /1 ,  //2 =/ /3 ,  other products 
are zero. A is a set of zerodivisors only. The duplicate D is a 9-dimensional 
algebra with basis vl ..... 09 and basis-multiplication v2= o5, V6Vv = 04, 0609 = 
= 06, 02 ----" 0907 = 07, 0706 = 02, 0709 ----= 03, 0906 = 08, 02 = 09, other products are 
zero. Since {v6, v9, 06} = v5 :g0, the duplicate D is not associative and hence D 
is strictly 4-associative, according to theorem 1.1. 
Therefore the existence of a regular element in an associative algebra A is not 
necessary to obtain a strictly 4-associative duplicate algebra D. 
The next question is: If A is an associative algebra with only zerodivisors and 
D is strictly 4-associative, what can be said about D/V?  Is it isomorphic to A? 
Again the answer is: not necessarily. Indeed, we return to our example and find 
after some calculation that V is the set of all elements of type (tl, tz, t3,0, ts, 
0,0, t8, 0), i.e. D/V is a 4-dimensional ssociative algebra, which is obviously 
not isomorphic to A. For the sake of completeness we remark that the asso- 
ciative algebra A'=D/V  has a basis wl, wz, w3, w4 with basis-multiplication 
W24 = W 4, W2W 3 = W 1, WzW4 = W2, W4W 3 = W3, other products are zero. A'  has 
only zerodivisors. We calculate the duplicate D'  of A'  and we find a 16-dimen- 
sional algebra with basis sl, s2 ..... s~6 and basis-multiplication s 2 = sl, s7s 8 = s2, 
$7S15=$3, $7S16=S4, $8S7=$5, S~=S 6, $8S15=$7, $8S16=$8, S15S7"-~$9, S15S8=S10~ 
SI5S16 =S12, S~5 =S l l ,  S16S 7 =S13, S16S 8 =S14, S16St5 =S15, $26 =S16 , other products 
are zero. Since {S15, S16, S15 } =--S11:¢:0 , D' is strictly 4-associative. A tough 
calculation reveals that the associator-ideal V' in D'  is the ideal, generated by 
s1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$9,s10,s11,s12,$13 and s~4 and hence D' /V '  is a 4-dimensional 
associative algebra with basis p~, P2, P3, P4 and basis-multiplication p2=P4, 
P2P3 =Pl,  P2P4 =P2, P4P3 =P3, other products are zero. And here we find that 
D' /V '=A ' ! !  
Summarizing we have discovered that an associative algebra A with zero- 
divisors only, has a duplicate algebra D, which is either associative (cf. section 
2, example a), and then A =D/V  is of course out of question, or D is strictly 
4-associative and then nothing can be said about an isomorphism between A 
and D/V,  both A ~D/V  and A ~D/V  are possible. The problem, how to 
decide, whether an associative algebra A with zerodivisors only, having a 
strictly 4-associative duplicate algebra D, satisfies A =D/V ,  requires a closer 
investigation. That will be done in a later study. In the rest of this article we 
shall restrict ourselves to a couple of theorems about algebras with zero-divisors 
only which have associative duplicates. 
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8o 
We start with the general situation: Let A be a non-associative algebra (not 
necessarily consisting of zerodivisors only). And we ask: What are the con- 
ditions to ensure the associativity of the duplicate D of A ? 
THEOREM 8.1. An n-dimensional non-associative algebra A has an n2-dimen - 
sional associative duplicate algebra D, if and only if (xy. z t )®uo =xy®(zt .  uv) 
for all x, y, z, t, u, 0 e A. 
PROOF. The associator in D is a finite sum of elements of type 
{x®y,  z®t ,  u®o} = {(x®y) (z®t)}(u@o) -  (x®y){(z®t) (u®v)} = 
= (xy ®zt)(u ® o) - (x®y)(zt ® uo) = (xy. zt) ® uo - xy® (zt. uo) 
and hence (xy .z t )®uv=xy®(zt .  uo) if and only if D is associative. 
EXAMPLES 
(a) The 3-dimensional lgebra A over the field of real numbers with basis 
Pl, P2,P3 and basis-multiplication p2=p2, plp2=P3, other products zero, is 
strictly 4-associative and even nilpotent with index 4, i.e. each product of 4 
elements, independent of the bracketing, is zero. It is clear that, according to 
Theorem 8.1, the duplicate D of A is a 9-dimensional ssociative algebra, since 
xy.zt  =zt.  uo = 0 for all x, y, z, t, u, 0 cA.  
(b) The (n -  1)-dimensional lgebra A over the field of real numbers with 
basis Pl, P2, ..., Pn- 1 and basis-multiplication p2 =P2, PiP2 =P3, ..., PlPk = 
=Pk+ 1 ... . .  PlPn-2 =Pn- 1, other products zero, is strictly n-associative [6]. If 
x, y, _z and t (_x = (Xl, x2, ..., xn_ 1), etc.) are elements of A, then 
xy = (0, x~yl, xlYz .. . . .  xlYn-2), zt = (0, Zl q, zl t2 .. . . .  zl t,_ 2), 
hence xy. zt = 0. Then (xy. zt) ® u__p_o = xy® (zt. u_v) = _0 for all _x, y, z, t, u, _v e A, 
i.e. the duplicate D of A is associative, according to Theorem 8.1. 
REMARKS.  (1) This example is obviously a generalization of example (a). 
(2) The algebra A is nilpotent of index n. 
(c) In [4], section 4, theorem 2, we proved that a 2-dimensional lgebra A 
over a field F with basis Pl, P2 and basis-multiplication 
2 
PEP1= ~ ,l~lPi ('~ikl ~ F) and 1 2 2k/+2kt=0 for all k, le  {1,2}, 
i=1 
has an associative duplicate D. 
This result also follows from Theorem 8.1.: 
Let us assume p2=a(p  I -P2), P lPz=f l (P l -P2),  P2Pl =Y(Pl -P2)  and p2= 
= t~(Pl -P2)  with a,/~, y, ~ e F, then the product of two elements x and y in A is 
Xy = ( t~XlY  1 + f lX lY  2 + Yx2Y 1 + Ox2Y2) (1  , - -  1) : = Exy(1 , - 1) and hence -xy. z__t = 
=ExyEzt(O:- f l -  y+~)(1, - 1). 
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Then (xy.zt)®u.__o_o: {ExyEztEuo(a - f l -y+6)}{( l ,  - 1)®(1, - 1)} =XY® 
® (zt® u__ 0 ,  i.e. D is associative. 
9,  
Let A be a non-associative n-dimensional algebra over a field F, with zero- 
divisors only. I f  ul, uz,..., un is a basis, then the basis-multiplication is denoted 
by 
UkU t = ~ Aiktui: = (kli)u i (k, l, i ~ { 1,2 .... .  n}, (kli) ~ F). 
i=1  
A necessary condition for A to be an algebra with only zerodivisors i of course 
that all basis elements are zerodivisors. If Uk is a basis element, we can find an 
element u_tut_ in A, such that Uk" al_ul_= o#_. UkUl = 0, i.e. cq. (klj)ui = 0. This 
implies that at" (kli)ui=O for each i. 
So we have the following system of equations: 
f 
al (kl 1) + az(k21 ) + ... + an(kn 1) = 0 
a l (k l2  ) + a2(k22) + ..- + Otn(kn2) = 0 
. . . . . . .  oo ,  . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . . . . . . . .  
al(k ln)  + a2(k2n ) + ... + an(knn ) = 0 
This homogeneous system of linear equations in the variables a 1 . . . . .  a n has a 
solution ~:0 if and only if 
(k l l )  (k21) . . .  (knl) 
(k12) (k22) - . .  (kn2) 
(kin) (k2n) -.- (knn) 
=0. 
Denote this determinant by Dkl i. 
Since u k is a zerodivisor, we can also find an element fllul in A such that 
~ul_uk = 0 and this leads to the conclusion that the determinant ©/k,= 0. 
And so we can state 
THEOREM 9.1. A necessary condition for an n-dimensional algebra to be 
composed of zerodivisors only is, that the 2n determinants Dkli and ©lki with 
k = 1,2 .. . . .  n, are all zero. 
REMARK. This condition is not sufficient. Let us consider, e.g. the 2-dimen- 
sional algebra A with basis ul, u2 and basis-multiplication u21=u2, u2=ul,  
u~ u2---u2u~ = 0, then the determinants ©lli, D21i, ~)lli and Di2 i are  zero. Never- . . . .  
the•ess the element ul + u2 is regular. 
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10. 
THEOREM 10.1. If all the elements of a non-associative 2-dimensional lgebra 
A are zerodivisors, then the duplicate algebra D of A is associative. 
PROOF. 
(111) (121) (211) (221) (111) (211) 
(112) (122) (212) (222) (112) (212) 
Now we have to distinguish the following three cases: 
(a) ul z or (and) u224:0, ulu2 or (and) UzUl:#0; 
(b) ulu 2 = uzu I = 0; 
(c) Ul =U =0. 
Let ul,u2 be a basis. From Theorem 9.1 it follows that 
(121) 
(122) 
(221) 
(222) 
=0. 
ad (a): Assume u 2 :#0 and write u~ = (111)u I + (112)u2 : = _t. Then ul/./2 = KL, 
UzUl =At and uZ=/zt. 
If p,q,r,s,_w,z_ are elements of A, then 
Pq = (Pl ql + KPl q2 + 2P2ql +/lpzqz)_t : = Cpqt 
and hence pq.  rs = CpqCrst" t and 
P_Aq" rs® w_A = CpaCrst" t® Cw t = C.qCrsCw t" t® t_ = 
since 
= CpqCrsCwzt®t_'t =pq®rs .  wz, 
t. t = (tl ul + t2u2) 2 = (t 2 + let 1 t2 + ;~t2tl + ~t~)t : = #t, 
in other words: t.t®t=~ot®_t=t®~ot=t.®_t..t. 
And hence D is associative by theorem 8.1. 
ad (b): Assume u2=t~0,  and u2=v.  The product of two elements a and b 
in A is (alul +a2u2)(blUl+b2u2)=alblt_+a2b20. If a and y are both :/:0, then 
ab = 0 if and only if b = 0, in case t and 0 are linearly independent. 
But _a is a zerodivisor and therefore 0= p_t. 
Then it is clear that again D is associative. 
ad (c): In this case we follow the same procedure as in (b). If ulu2=_d--/:O_, 
u2ul =f ,  then the product of two elements a and b is 
ab = (alul + a2uz)(bl ul + b2u2) = al b2_d+ a2blf.  
With the same reasoning as in (b) we can prove that f=  ~,_d. 
And hence D is associative. 
REMARK. From the example in section 7 we learn that our Theorem cannot be 
extended to algebras of dimension higher than two, It is a 3-dimensional nd 
even associative algebra with only zerodivisors, but the duplicate algebra D is 
strictly 4-associative, i.e. not associative! 
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